
 

 

 

 

 

Junior High Writing Class 

Lesson 2 

September 29, 2015 

 

The Thesis Statement:  Foundation of a Great Essay 

The thesis statement is the most important sentence in your essay.  In fact, it contains your 

enire essay in seed form.  You should take the time necessary to develop it correctly.  This 

involves a) reading carefully, b) discussing thoroughly,  and c) thinking deeply – all before 

you begin to write!  See the prompt below for some hints on how to do these things.  When 

you do get down to writing your thesis statement, follow these guidelines: 

A good thesis statement must do three things – Answer the prompt, Argue a point and 

Account for the author: 

1. Answer the prompt 

An academic essay is a written response to a “prompt,” or question.  Any essay (or 

part of an essay) that does not contribute to answering this question directly is 

pointless!  A good thesis statement answers the prompt completely in one sentence.  

2. Argue a point 

In its answer to a prompt, an academic essay must say something “arguable.”  This 

means that the answer an essay gives must need proving – it can’t be a simple factual 

statement about the book or a statement of your own personal opinion.   

Not a thesis: “The Black Arrow was written in 1888.”   

Not a thesis: “I found this story quite engaging.”  

Both of these sentences may be true, but neither is a thesis statement.  A quick way to 

make sure that your thesis statement is arguable is to ask yourself if someone else 

could reasonably disagree with it.  If so, you’ve got an arguable thesis. 

3. Account for the author 

Students often have strong emotional reactions to and personal opinions about a text.  

While it is a good thing to engage deeply with the books we read, these reactions and 

opinions are usually beside the point of a good essay. The point of an essay is to 

explain what the author meant by his work, not to air our own opinions about his 

topic.   
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Bad thesis statement: “Cheaters never prosper and dishonest men should be 

condemned.”  

Good thesis statement: “Stevenson uses the central conflict in The Black Arrow 

to suggest that a good man is known by his honesty.” 

A good thesis statement must explain the author’s point, rather than simply proclaim 

our own opinions. 

 

Assignment #2 

The climax of a story’s plot is the moment when its most important conflict begins to be 

resolved.  It usually involves something the protagonist says or does, or something that 

happens to the protagonist, and it often includes the moment of greatest tension in the plot.  

Identifying the climax is an important step in understanding a story, because it points to the 

underlying conflict that lies at the story’s heart. 

Write THREE (3) separate thesis statements in answer to the following essay prompt: 

Which scene contains the climax of The Black Arrow, and what conflict 

does this climax resolve? 

PLEASE NOTE: You are not required to write the whole essay at this time – only the thesis 

statements! Your tutors will help you decide which thesis to use for your essay in the coming 

weeks.   

The following practices will help you develop strong thesis statements: 

1. Listen to the recording of our Black Arrow discussion with the essay prompt in mind. 

2. When the discussion turns toward our topic, stop the recording and go back to the 

text, rereading and taking notes on the passages mentioned in the discussion. 

3. Identify the main conflict in the story by asking yourself:  “Who is the protagonist?” 

“What does he want most?” “Why can’t he have it?” 

4. Based on the passages you have read, sketch out a one-sentence answer to the essay 

prompt from each perspective. 

5. Edit your thesis statements so that they conform to the guidelines given in this lesson. 
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Your assignment should look like this: 

 

Adam Andrews 

Age 12 

The Black Arrow 

Assignment #2 

October 6, 2015 

 

Thesis Statements 

 

Thesis #1 

 

As;ldfj;alsdfajs flaj we faej s/,/sa,mdf asdf asd. 

 

Thesis #2 

 

Asd;lfkjawo;ei a;lwkej o;a/sdf/ asyudo fawd oaiwe .as dmf anweh asdf as 

 

Thesis #3 

 

Asdf;lasdfoae lawe asdf oawe as.f.a e asdf asd 

 

 

Three documents in your writing class folder will help you complete this assignment: 

 Your Due Date Schedule tells when each assignment is due and when it will be 

returned. 

 Your Writing Class Procedures explain the rules for formatting and turning in your 

assignments. 

 Your Grading Rubric explains our standards for content, mechanics and style. 


